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Introduction
• When working together, speakers need to balance
the needs of their partner with the costs of their
own speech production.
• Amount of production effort believed to be an
important factor in speech [1]
• Favors a uniform distribution of information
across an utterance [2][3]
• Do successful dyads maintain a more level
investment of effort required by task needs?
• Quantified by number of words per turn
• Higher-performing dyads should be better able
to gauge the needed “cost” of utterances

Corpus
•
corpus [4][6]
• Turn-based, dialogue-driven building task (Fig. 1)
• Took turns giving directions to build animal
figures
• Participants built individual animal using same
materials
• Could not see partner or partner’s workspace
• 40 participants (20 dyads) took 8,493 turns (M =
413 turns per dyad) and used 80,267 words

Table 1. Descriptives by group.
Figure 1. Example of
finished toy animal.

Ta: “Put the holes facing up.”
Tb: “Ok, got it.”

Discussion

Blocotm

• Words per turn (M = 9.45 words; SD = 11.46 words)[5]
• Visual congruence (VC): Do the dyad’s animals look the
same at the same time? (Fig. 2)
• Hand-coded measure of whether dyad’s workspaces
matched, quantified at each turn (kappa = .96)

• Accuracy: How much time are dyad’s structures
the same or different?
• Running average of VC, quantified at turn level
• Grouped into High (+1 SD or above), Low (-1 SD or
below), or Medium (-1 to +1 SD) Accuracy groups
• Communicative efficiency (CE): How well does the
dyad balance communication goals with speech effort?
• Running average of words per turn, weighted by raw
running accuracy score (Table 1)
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Measures

Figure 2. Example of visually
incongruent turn.
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Figure 3. Accuracy of High, Medium,
and Low groups.

• Growth curve analysis: unfolding dynamics of CE
over time across all groups [4]
• CE with main terms for 1st-5th polynomials and
polynomial-by-accuracy group interaction terms
(dyad as fully specified random slope)
• Significant main effects for 2nd-5th polynomial and
interactions at 4th and 5th polynomials
• Low group had significantly more variability in
CE (5th polynomial; ß = .01, p < .01) than Medium
• High group trended towards significantly more
variability in CE (5th p.n.; ß = .01, p = .06) than
Medium

Figure 4. Communicative
efficiency (by group) over
standardized time.

• Partial support for our hypothesis:
• Low-accuracy dyads had highest variability in
efficiency, but high-accuracy dyads were also
variable
• Evidence of differences in efficiency both in the
overall interaction and the moment-to-moment
dynamics
• Low dyads may fumble (and fail) to find a good
communication strategy
• High dyads may be able to gauge the necessary
cost and switch between costly and cheap
• Medium-performing dyads may be putting in just
enough effort for success
• Future work will explore specific strategies of each
group

Results
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• Linear mixed-effects: compared CE of groups (Fig.
3)
• To predict turn-level CE with Accuracy group (dyad
and turn number as full specified random effects)
• High group significantly more efficient than Low
(ß = .05, p < .001) and Medium group (ß = .03, p <
.01)
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Introduction

Measures

Word Count: 9.45 words per turn (SD = 11.46)

5th Orthogonal
(High vs Med)
ß = .01, SE = .005, p < .06

word count obtained via LIWC — Linguistic Inquiry & Word Count
(Pennebaker, Booth, & Francis, 2007).

Turns: 413 average turns across dyads

5th Orthogonal
(Low vs Med)
ß = .01, SE = .003, p < .001

coded at the onset of a speaker’s utterance

Communicative Efficiency: running average Words per
Turn weighted by raw running average score (at that turn
captures how well each dyad balanced communication goals with effort over
the course of the interaction

Visual Congruence (VC): state of whether or not the
dyad’s workspace matched (kappa = .96)

Figure X. Communicative efficiency
over standardized time

Growth Curve Analysis: aided the
evaluation of the ebbs and flows of
the conversation data (Mirman et
al, 2008).
5 Orthogonal Polynomials for
standardized turn (# of inflection points in
the Low Accuracy data)
Steeper & more variable curvature for
both high and low accuracy groups
(relative to medium)

Discussion

acts as a direct consequence of the current linguistic context

Methods

Ta: “Put the holes facing up.”
Tb: “Ok, got it.”

• Analysis of Blocotm corpus (Roche, Paxton, Ibarra, &
Tanenhaus, 2013; Paxton, Roche, Ibarra, & Tanenhaus,
2014)

Task
• Turn-based dialogue
Corpus
• 8,493 turns with 80,267 words
•

Task-based dialogue interaction corpus of 8,493 turns and 80,267
words across the interactions, all annotated and transcribed for
various measures.

Participants
Twenty dyads (N = 40, females = 26, mean age = 19 years), recruited
from the Brain and Cognitive Sciences participant pool at the
University of Rochester, in return for $10.

Dyad Accuracy: 3 groups, 1 SD +/- corpus mean VC
Figure X. Performance group
accuracy based on visual congruence.
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Participants
• N = 40 participants (20 dyads)

Figure X. Example of visually incongruent orientation.

Table X. Summary statistics for
measures by performance group.
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Test of Simple Slopes
Low: t(17) = 559.94, p < .01
High: t(17) = 3809.59, p < .01

Results
Linear & Growth Curve Mixed Random Effects Models were used.
Linear Mixed Effects Model: High Accuracy Groups (ß = .05, SE
= .01, p < .01) more efficient than Low Accuracy Groups (ß = .03, Se
= .01, p < .001; relative to Moderate)
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